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ABOUT HANSA
Company was founded in Lithuania in 1999 with help of German partners. Company started production and offered for
local market its first accessories to use with heating appliances. All the production was based on German experience
and traditions. It was very advanced step since local market was not so much familiar with the latest heating
technologies and had no such products made locally.
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TEAM
During 17 years of activity experience has grew up and number of HANSA team members has increased. However
company members still like to describe themselves as small and very enthusiastic team – burning in every-day search
for innovations.
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Only the newest and most advanced technologies that meet the global standards and ensure high quality of products
are used for HANSA researches, development and production.
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ECOLOGY
Exhaustive researches allow HANSA to offer only responsibly selected products, produced exclusively from
environmentally-friendly materials. Usage of these products not only causes no harm to environment, but often helps to
reduce pollution in living environment.
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PRODUCTS
In our days of fast evolution of high technologies HANSA focuses in creation of innovative and high quality products to
match lifestyle and comfort needs of a modern person. Every new idea, research and step HANSA makes is because of
its customers. Each product must be effective, understandable and easy to use by any user regardless his experience.
Sincere work in this field resulted that range of company products today is far beyond the boundaries of accessories for
heating devices. And sale points of the products long ago crossed borders of Lithuanian market. Now HANSA products
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IDEA & MISSION
Years passed and the range of company products and number of customers significantly expanded. But fundamental
values as German work tradition, innovation in production, high quality products and attitude to customer needs was
never abandoned. So the mission remains the same: production of innovative, modern, high quality products, to
accomplish stringent safety requirements and high environmental protection standards.
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ALL MOUNTING OPTIONS

HIGH BENEFITS

FAST RENTABILITY

SMALL INVESTMENT

4779022360589

SIROCCO THERMOELECTRIC STOVE FAN
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SIROCCO SIROCCO PLUS SIROCCO FIX



MOUNTING ON THE CHIMNEY  OF STOVE

4779022360817

SIROCCO FIX

9

MOUNTING ON THE DOORS OF FIREPLACE

4779022360817

8

SIROCCO PLUS



DESIGN
LOW CENTRE OF GRAVITY Due to its low centre of gravity, 
Sirocco fan can be steadily and securely positioned with 
different types of stove.
BLACK FRAME Black colour of the fan perfectly matches 
with different colours of stoves.
AALUMINUM COLOUR BLADES Aluminum colour fan blades 
can be easily noticed when rotating.

ADVANTAGES
FOR ALL STOVES Can be used with all types of stoves: 
cast iron, stainless steel, tile or stone.
OPERATES WITHOUT NOISE 
UP TO 30% MORE HEAT Sirocco 
fan allows heating room up to 30% faster.
UPUP TO 20% LESS FUEL CONSUMPTION Sirocco fan allows 
saving up to 20% of stove fuel.

TECHNOLOGY
FREE OPERATION No need to use batteries or power 
cords; operates by using thermal energy.
READY TO USE You only need to unpack and put onto 
a stove.
OPERATES FROM 50°C. Operation starts within 1min., 
when swhen stove surface heats up to 50°C.
WITH ADJUSTABLE SCREW LEGS Sirocco can be used on 
uneven surface or oblique stoves.

SIROCCO
HISTORY The word Sirocco comes from a Mediterranean
region where it is known as a strong warm southern or 
south-easterly wind. It is formed when the hot air of 
Saharan dessert moves across the Mediterranean and 
mixes with the cooler air of Europe thus creating 
councounter clockwise circulation across the Med.

EU ORIGIN
OF GOODS

MADE
IN EU

AUTOSTART
START 
50°C

MORE
POWER

350
m³/h

REQUIRED NO
ELECTRICITY

EU VALID
WARRANTY

24 MONTHS
WARRANTY

REDUCED
WEIGHT

1.5 KG
WEIGHT

SIROCCO

1110

SIROCCO
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WOOD MOISTURE METER

4779022360633

Moisture Meter easily detects hidden leaks in wood, concrete, 
plaster and carpet. Providing accurate moisture level readings 
make this moisture meter great for new home inspections, 
locating roof leaks or even selecting dry lumber at the yard. 
Ideal to use in woodworking, building construction, agriculture 
restoration and floor-laying. Used to check  wood, drywall and 
concconcrete before painting, sealing or treating and locate and 
identify water leaks in roofs, floors and walls.

INTERNAL
MEMORY

AUTO
POWER OFF

LOW BATTERY
INDICATOR

LCD
SCREEN

HANDHELD

FEATURES

12
4779022360565

MOUNTED WITH
MAGNET

REDUCED FIRE
HAZARD

MORE
EFFICIENT
STOVE

INCREASED
STOVE
LIFESPAN

FUEL
CONSUMPTION

FEATURES

Stove thermometer is designed to set combustion mode in heating 
units with single-layer metal chimney. Idealy, the stove thermometer 
should be installed in eye-level height, at least in 30cm distance from 
heating unit. If the stove thermometer is installed on stainless-steel 
chimney, you must choose the proper location and attach the stove 
thermometer using the supplied specific screw. If the stove 
thermomethermometer is installed on stainless-steel chimney.

STOVE THERMOMETER
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PURPOSE
For cleaning of flues and chimneys. The rotary brush TORNADO works by connecting the rods 
to any electrical drill. A chimney pipe of any length can be easily cleaned from the bottom.
Using this rotary chimney cleaning kit TORNADO, you can do the job quickly and efficiently.

TORNADO
It is easy to assemble, reliable and durable 
set for cleaning chimneys. It lets you quickly 
and easily clean the chimney yourself. 
Carefully tending the flue system and 
periodical use of Tornado, you will increase 
the ethe effciency of the stove and protect your 
home from the threat of chimney fire.

4779022360596

5
TORNADO - it is easy to assemble, reliable 
and durable set for cleaning chimneys. It 
lets you quickly and easily clean the 
chimney yourself.

4

Attach the drill to the end of the last rod and 
slowly push the rods up the chimney. After 
cleaning first section of chimney turn off the 
drill, without pulling the rod and repeat the 
procedure until you reach the top. Then after
reaching the top of the chimney switch the 
drill drill to rotate in the opposite  direction and 
pull the rods down and out. Bristle movement 
in the opposite direction will help clean hard 
to reach areas.

3
Nylon bristles give TORNADO strength and 
durability. The nylon rods have a great 
degree of flexibility, making them perfect 
for getting through tough flue bends.

2
The bristle brushes and rods are made from 
nylon, making very durable, elastic and 
chemically resistant.

1 Take one rod and attach the brush. To do 
this, click on the button at the end of the 
button at the end of the rod and insert 
the rod into the brush. Make sure that 
the handle and the brush is securely 
fastened.

TORNADO SET
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PURPOSE
For cleaning of flues and chimneys. Suitable for any diameter and 
lengths chimneys and flues made of metal and bricks. Also 
suitable for curved chimneys and flues. It won‘t scratch internal 
walls of the chimney or flue. Length of flexible rod - 100 cm. 
There are 6 pcs. of rods in a packaging.

FLEXIBLE RODS
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PURPOSE
For cleaning of flues and chimneys. Suitable for any diameter and 
lengths chimneys and flues made of metal and bricks.Also suitable 
for curved chimneys and flues. It won‘t scratch internal walls of 
the chimney or flue. Diameter of the brush - 400 mm.

USE
Using this universal chimney cleaning brush is very simple. Thanks 
to its superb flexibility the brush is capable of passing through 
the narrowest openings and this enables you to clean the chimney 
by simply pushing it through the opening of the heating device. 
You definitely do not have to climb onto the roof!

4779022360558

UNIVERSAL CHIMNEY BRUSH
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CHIMNEY CLEANING

Cleaning effect of the 
soot remover lasts
for several days.

The active gases dry out the
creosote/tar deposits, this 
weakens the bonding to 
chimney surface.

HANSA SOOT REMOVER 
covers the layer of these 
dangerous deposits wiht 

active gases.

Parts of the heating device in 
use and chimney get a layer 

of tar deposits.

STAGES OF CLEANING EFFECT

OPEN & CLOSED
TYPE FIREPLACES

WOOD BURNING &
GASIFICATION STOVES

SOLID
COOKERS

CHIMNEYS & 
FLUES

BEST USE WITH

WOOD
PELLETS

COALWOOD

TYPES OF FUEL
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CHIMNEY CLEANING

Efficient cleaners for cleaning and maintenance of flues, chimneys and solid fuel appliances. Soot removers 
consist of a mix of special crystals. Some of its components catalytically affect the process of burning of 
firewood – decompose the tars present in wood into combustible gas. Other components at high temperatures 
release gases that react with tar deposits and destroy their structure. This weakens the bonding to chimney 
surface and the deposits fall down or are carried out with the chimney gasses.

During combustion process in a replace, restove or any other heating device soot, creosote and water vapours 
are released together with smoke. Water vapours “glues” soot at creosote together and prevents them from 
burning away. Because of heavy weight these sticky particles of tars cannot be removed together with smoke, 
therefore they settle on parts of heating device and chimney, thus forming tar deposits. Even a small amount 
of deposits inhibits normal functioning of the device, reduces its efficiency, accelerates wearing out, induces 
corrosion of parts, and can even start re in the chimney.



“VITAMINS” FOR SOLID FUEL 1 KG
50 BAGS BY 20 GR

PURPOSE
For cleaning and maintenance of flues, chimneys and solid fuel 
appliances.

USE: Pour 1 or 2 scoops (see table) into the heating device before 
lighting it. For the first few times it is 
recommended to use this substance each time 
when starting fire. After ten times it is advised 
to use this substance every 4th-5th fire.

4779022360367

BEST USE WITH

TYPES OF FUEL

PELLET STOVE CLEANER 1 KG
PURPOSE
This is an effective and harmless way to keep your wood pellet appliance clean. The Cleaner 
contains a special blend of crystals, which, whilst burning, releases materials that affect the 
active catalytic combustion process and dissolves even the smallest emerging resin 
derivatives. The Pellet Stove’s parts will remain clean and ensure the efficient operation of it.
Regular use of the cleaner mixed with your pellets will best 
efficcienefficciency which will prolong its life and decrease your heating 
costs while ensuring a safer burn.

USE: Pour 1 kg of wood pellet soot remover into fuel chamber of the 
device that uses wood pellets for burning.

MAINTENANCE: Pour 250 g of wood pellet soot 
remover into fuel chamber of the device that uses 
wood pellets for burning, do this each time after 
200 kg of fuel has been burnt.

TYPE OF FUEL

4779022360497

PURPOSE
For cleaning and maintenance of flues, chimneys and solid  
fuel appliances. 

USE: Take the HANSA CHIMNEY SWEEPING LOG out of the box, but 
do not unwrap from the paper packaging. Place it 
inside the heating appliance. Light both sides of 
paper wrapper and let it burn. Use on average 
every 30 days.

4779022360237

CONCENTRATED CHIMNEY SWEEPING LOG 1.1 KG

BEST USE WITH

TYPES OF FUEL

21

SOOT REMOVERS

20
4779022360589

PURPOSE
For cleaning and maintenance of flues, 
chimneys and solid fuel appliances. 

USE: Add a full tablespoon of sooth 
remover into a hot heating device, 
putting it directly into an open re or 
add a spoonful of soot remover prior 
kindling your heating device. If necessary, following the same 
procedure, after 30 minutes add the second portion of soot 
rremover. A full tablespoon of soot remover is sufficient for 
6-8 kg of fuel. If the fuel is dry, you need smaller amount of 
soot remover, and if the fuel is damp, more soot remover 
should be used. Proper time for adding the second dose of 
soot remover is when soot deposits begin to show on the 
previously cleaned with soot remover door and internal walls 
          of your heating device.

SOOT REMOVER  1 KG

BEST USE WITHTYPES OF FUEL

4779022360176

PURPOSE
For cleaning and 
maintenance of flues, 
chimneys and solid 
fuel appliances. 

USE: Pour 1 or 2 bags 
into the heating  device 
before  lighting it. For 
the first few times it is 
recommended to  use 
this substance each time when starting fire. After ten 
times it is atimes it is advised to use this  substance every 4th-5th 
          fire.

CONCENTRATED SOOT REMOVER  500 GR
                 10 BAGS BY 50 GR

BEST USE WITHTYPES OF FUEL

4779022360763

PURPOSE
For cleaning and 
maintenance of flues, 
chimneys and solid 
fuel appliances. 

USE: Pour 1 or 2 scoops into the heating  device 
before lighting it. For the first few times it is 
recommended to  use this substance each time 
when starting fire. After ten times it is advised
 to use this substance every 4th-5th fire.

CONCENTRATED SOOT REMOVER 500 GR

BEST USE WITHTYPES OF FUEL

4779022360183

PURPOSE
For cleaning and 
maintenance of flues, 
chimneys and solid 
fuel appliances. 

USE: Pour 1 or 2 scoops into the heating device before 
lighting it. For the first few times it is recommended to  
use this substance each time when starting fire. After 
ten times it is advised to use this substance every 
          4th-5th fire.

CONCENTRATED SOOT REMOVER 1 KG

BEST USE WITHTYPES OF FUEL

SOOT REMOVERS
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                   Burning wood or coal creates soot 
        and creosote. These substances can deposit on the 
   inner side of the stove glass window. These sticky deposits 
     then attract ash particles that are moving around in 
      combustion air ow, thus covering the glass with 
       another layer of deposits. Now the inside of the glass is 
                covered with a grey lm, which not only prevents the 
          penetration of light from the stove, but also 
           hinders the heat distribution into the room. 
            Over time this decreases the stability of the 
              glass to sudden temperature changes and 
               the layer of ash can lead to the elimination 
                of scratch-resistant coating on the glass.

           The glass cleaner 
           leaves behind a 
protective layer of lm which prevents 
further ash and soot deposits.

           Glass cleaner 
           penetrates deep 
into the burnt-on layer  and dissolves 
it without scratching the surface of 
the glass

           Stove glass is 
           covered with a 
layer of soot, creosote and ash.

STOVE GLASS CLEANING
ST
OV
E G
LA
SS
 CL
EA
NI
NG
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4779022360169

             PURPOSE
             For cleaning of carbon deposits, 
             soot and other contaminants from 
             the glass doors of fireplaces and 
             stoves without scratching. This cleaner 
             is foaming and it does not run off the glass.
USE
Shake the bottle well. The surface to be cleaned should be cold. Evenly 
spray on the inner surface of the glass. Attention: avoid contact with 
polished, plastic, aluminum or chrome surfaces. Allow 3-5 minutes for 
product to work. Wipe the glass clean with a cloth or a HANSA glass 
cleaning sponge. Repeat above steps until surface is completely clean.

STOVE GLASS CLEANER 500 ML FOAMING AEROSOL

4779022360626

STOVE GLASS CLEANER ECO FRIENDLY 500 ML FOAMING

             PURPOSE
             For cleaning of carbon 
             deposits, soot and other 
             contaminants from the glass doors of fireplaces 
             and stoves without scratching. This is our 
new stove glass cleaner and it doesn’t contain any skin 
irritirritating substances, so you won’t need gloves next time you 
clean your stove glass. HANSA stove glass cleaner is also 
biodegradable and safe to the environment. 

USE
   Shake the bottle well. The surface to be cleaned should be cold. Evenly 
      spray on the inner surface of the glass. Allow 3-5 minutes for product 
        to work. Wipe the glass clean with a cloth or a HANSA glass cleaning 
         sponge. Repeat above steps until surface is completely clean.
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4779022361227

STOVE GLASS CLEANER ULTIMATE 1000 ML

                  PURPOSE
                  For cleaning of carbon deposits, soot and  other 
                  contaminants from the glass doors of fireplaces 
                  and stoves without scratching.

USE
Shake the bottle well. The surface to be cleaned should be cold.
Evenly spray on the inner surface of the glass. Attention: avoid
contact with polished, plastic, aluminum or chrome surfaces.
Allow 3-5 minutes for product to work. Wipe the glass clean with a
cloth or a HANSA glass cleaning sponge. Repeat above steps until
susurface is completely clean.

4779022360152

STOVE GLASS CLEANER ULTIMATE 500 ML

                  PURPOSE
                  For cleaning of carbon deposits, soot and  other contaminants from 
                  the glass doors of fireplaces and stoves without scratching.

USE
Shake the bottle well. The surface to be cleaned should be cold.
Evenly spray on the inner surface of the glass. Attention: avoid
contact with polished, plastic, aluminum or chrome surfaces.
Allow 3-5 minutes for product to work. Wipe the glass clean 
with a cloth or a HANSA glass cleaning sponge. Repeat 
ababove steps until surface is completely clean.
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           USE
          The HANSA Glass Cleaning Sponge is specially designed to be
         used in conjunction with the Hansa Stove Glass Cleaner. Ensure
        stove glass is cold before cleaning. Evenly spray the Stove Glass
       Cleaner on the inner surface of the glass. Allow 3-5 minutes for
     product to work. Wipe clean with a damp HANSA Glass Cleaning
        Sponge. Repeat the above steps as necessary until surface is
   completely clean.

                PURPOSE
  Soft side is made of special cellulose. It’s resistant to the detergent 
    containing active substances contained in it long remain durable. In 
        addition, it is a large internal volume and extremely strong 
           absorptive power. It’s therefore perfectly absorbs dirt on 
          the glass without leaving residue of soot or detergent 
                  deposits.

WET CLEANING
4779022360411

       USE
        Ensure stove glass is cold before cleaning. Take a 
         sponge in rough side and in slow movements clean 
          the glass until  completely remove soot deposits 
           from the glass surface.

PURPOSE
Rough side is made from a special plastic. Bristles are sharp 
enough to remove a thin, newly appeared layer of soot and 
  same time they are soft to the glass surface to not leave 
   scratches. By the way, plastic bristles is resistant to 
    moisture, so sponge staying free of rust for a long time.

DRY CLEANING

26

STOVE GLASS CLEANING SPONGE  -  ONE SPONGE TWO WAYS OF USE
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4779022360138

BBQCHIMNEY
FLUES

STAINLESS
STEEL

STOVEFIREPLACES

HEAT RESISTANT PAINT “HANSA” CAN BE USED ON THE FOLLOWING

         USE
         Clean and degrease the area for 
         painting. Shake the can for about 
         1 minute until agitator balls move 
         freely. Before use spray test on paper. During 
         the spraying keep a distance of 20-30 cm 
                  away from the surface to be painted. 
         During prolonged spraying shake the 
         can from time to time. For best results
apply several times. Drying time 20-30 minutes. After use
clear the nozzle by turning the can upside down and 
spraying the paint clear.

EXCELLENT FOR 
PAINTING 

STAINLESS STEEL!

HEAT RESISTANT PAINT 400 ML AEROSOL
M
AI
NT
EN
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4779022360510

USE
Clean and degrease the area for gluing. Put a little 
bit of glue where you need to glue the ceramic rope. 
Press the ceramic  rope into place. Glue becomes dry 
after 6 - 12 hours. Do not  use the stove until the glue 
has dried.

PURPOSE
Heat resistant glue is suitable for gluing heat resistant ceramic ropes to the doors 
             of stoves, ovens and other heating devices.

HEAT RESISTANT GLUE 17 ML

USE
Clean and degrease the area for gluing. Put a little bit of glue
where you need to glue the ceramic rope. Press the ceramic 
             rope into place. Glue becomes dry 
             after 6 - 12 hours. Do not use the 
             stove until the glue has dried.

PURPOSE
Heat resistant gasket for the doors of stoves, ovens and other 
heating devices. Heat resistance properties of  the rope can 
withstand temperatures up to 850C. Anthracite colour goes 
well with the typical dark color stoves. Tight weave  provides 
a rigid structure and a long reliable service life.

CERAMIC FIBRE STOVE ROPE 2,5 m
4779022360619

            USE
            Put smoke capsule upright on heat resistant 
            surface. Ignite the capsule and wait until 
            smoke will start erupting 
            from it.  When the capsule 
            burns down, it blows.

PURPOSE
Smoke capsules are intended for checking of:
  chimney draughts and/or leak-proof
  air ventilation draught and/or sealing
  fire protection detectors performance
  sewerage, drainage and storm water run  pipe performance reliability.

SMOKE CAPSULES FOR CHIMNEY DRAUGHT  AND SEWERAGE CHECKS

30
4779022360336

USE
Clean and degrease the are for painting. Shake the can for about 1
minute until agitator balls move freely. Before use spray test on
paper. During the spraying keep a distance of 
20-30 cm away from the surface to be painted. 
During prolonged spraying shake the can from 
time time to time. For best results apply several 
times. Drying time 20-30 minutes. After use 
clear the nozzle by turning the can upside 
down and spraying the paint clear.

PURPOSE
The best way to prevent rust is to coat metal with a anti-corrosive
coating. Zinc is the best material for the job, its resistance to salt
and water corrosion is renowned. By coating metal with zinc, you
will prolong the life of any metal object.

HEAT RESISTANT ZINC 400 ML AEROSOL

USE
Clean and degrease the area for varnishing. Shake the can for about 1 minute until 
agitator balls move freely. Protective varnish is compatible with Hansa paints, before 
use with other manufacturers paints, spray a test shot onto little visible place. During 
the spraying keep a distance of 20-30 cm away from the surface to be varnished. During 
prolonged spraying shake the can from time to time. Then leave to dry and after which 
a second la second layer can possibly be applied, for best result. After use clear the nozzle by 
turning the can upside down and spraying the varnish clear.
One can is sufficient from 5 m² up to 13 m², depends from layer thickness.

PURPOSE
Hansa heat resistant protective satin varnish is an easily applicable spray varnish for
 stoves, replaces, chimneys and replaces stones. When dry, this varnish forms slightly 
satin, thin yet extremely strong protective layer, which protects heating devices against 
stains, scratches and wear, while also enhancing the colour and structure. Hansa 
protective varnish is heat resistant up to 450°C. 

PROTECTIVE VARNISH 400 ML AEROSOL



   The famous medieval European trade league HANSA 
was surprising the coevals with its trade volumes, 
power, and goals; and its glory had distantly surpassed 
the time of the league. The famous name still is known 
as the synonym of quality, reliability, and durability.

   The inspiring activity of HANSA league instigated 
rresurrecting from oblivion old traditions of guilds and,
following the smithery experience of one of the most 
powerful in the old league – the region of Saxony – 
introduce the handmade wrought replace tools.

   ০ Old traditions
   ০ Handicraft
   ০ Functionality
      ০ Comfort
   ০ Durability

THE LEGEND OF HANSA
FI
RE
PL
AC
E  
TO
OL
S
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FORGED
STEEL

COLOUR

4779022360954

60
 cm

36 cm

18 cm

PURPOSE
Vintage forged iron fireplace tool set is 
designed for those who appreciate
classical forms, hand-made articles. I
nspiration to design these tools came
from old-times artisans and their 
ccreative daily work filled with hammer
force and forge heat. Following 
standards, knowledges and traditions 
of old-times blacksmiths designed 
tools hold inside them the heat of a 
forge and cosy warmth of home. The 
tools are particularly 
ttough, designed 
for long usage.

VINTAGE FORGED IRON FIREPLACE TOOL SET

34

VINTAGE FORGED IRON FIREPLACE TOOL SET
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4779022360589

50 cm

BRONZESTAINLESS
STEEL

MAHOGANY

COLOURS

PURPOSE
Stainless steel fireplace tool set is designed for those who 
enjoy innovations, who are always in a hunt of new 
discoveries. The tools are made with creative scrupulousness 
and high precision. Their soft shape catches eye and leaves 
no doubts in trustworthiness. Remarkable combination of 
rrefinement of cold steel and functionality of warm wood 
give feeling of creativeness. The tools will serve well and 
will stay nice decoration of home for years.

STAINLESS STEEL FIREPLACE TOOL SET

36

STAINLESS STEEL FIREPLACE TOOL SET



4779022360664 30 46

35

PURPOSE
Made from 100% leather. These baskets are 
made from superior quality of raw material 
and are apt to be used by everyone.

H3 GENUINE LEATHER LOG BASKET

4779022360657 28
46

35

PURPOSE
Made from 100% leather. These baskets are 
made from superior quality of raw material 
and are apt to be used by everyone.

H2 GENUINE LEATHER LOG BASKET

4779022360640 35 35

50

PURPOSE
Made from 100% leather. These baskets are 
made from superior quality of raw material 
and are apt to be used by everyone.

H1 GENUINE LEATHER LOG BASKET
LO
G 
BA
SK
ET
S

GENUINE LEATHER LOG BASKETS
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NYLON BASKETS

4779022360947

35

50

PURPOSE
The two handles are easy to grip and the 
thoughtful design prevents logs from 
slipping out. You won't find a better way of
keeping your fireplace supplied this winter.

UNIVERSAL LOG BASKET, ROUND

4779022360930

26,5 46

24

PURPOSE
The two handles are easy to grip and the 
thoughtful design prevents logs from 
slipping out. You won't find a better way of
keeping your fireplace supplied this winter.

UNIVERSAL LOG BASKET

40

FAUX LEATHER LOG BASKETS

4779022360923

28
46

35

PURPOSE
Made from FAUX leather. These baskets are 
made from superior quality of raw material 
and are apt to be used by everyone.

C2 FAUX LEATHER LOG BASKET

4779022360916

35 35

50

PURPOSE
Made from FAUX leather. These baskets are
made from superior quality of raw material 
and are apt to be used by everyone.

C1 FAUX LEATHER LOG BASKET



STOVE SCENTED SACHETS
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FRUIT PARADISE
4779022360855

LEVANDER
4779022360893

ROSE
4779022360909

MANGO
4779022360862

VANILLA
4779022360886

CINNAMON - ORANGE
4779022360879
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Suspend scented sachet on the
bottom of the stove rear side.

Suspend scented sachet on
cold air grilles of a fireplace.

USE:
Remove protective film.

PURPOSE
The combination of this scent and burning fireplace / stove will saturate your 
home with fragrant warmth. The scent is long lasting and charming! The secret 
of unforgettable sensations: the aroma blooms in the warmth of a 
fireplace and together with this warms 
spreads around in your home filling 
eeven the most remote corners.

LONG LASTING AROMA
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4779022360244

FEATURES

COAL WOOD

PURPOSE
Flaming Rainbow is a unique new product that will add hours ofenjoyment to any solid 
fuel fire! Everyone who enjoys a fire indoors and out, whether a campfire, a garden firepit 
or chimenea will love Flaming Rainbow. Turn any fire into a show of vibrant blue, green,
purple and red. Delight your family, mystify your friends. Simply throw the entire stick 
into your fire and watch the transformation. Each pack will provide over half an hour of 
vivid envivid entertainment.  

FLAMING RAINBOWFLAMING RAINBOW
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DON’T CUT

THROW ENTIRE STICK
INTO FIRE

ENJOY VIVID 
ENTERTAINMENT
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FIRELIGHTERS

4779022360268

USE
Place one or few firelighters vertically in the fireplace.
Surround and cover them with small pieces of solid fuel.
Light the firelighter. If using firelighter with BBQ‘s, make
sure the firelighters are fully burnt before cooking food.

PURPOSE
Clean and quick way to start a fire. Our superior firelighters
are quick and reliable solution that will make lighting your
fire a pleasure. They have a strong and long burn time and
are quick and easy to light. Great for using in wood burning
stove, fireplaces and lighting bbq’s. They can even be used
in in wet and windy weather, so great for camping too.

4779022360435

USE
Place one or few firelighters vertically in the fireplace.
Surround and cover them with small pieces of solid fuel.
Light the firelighter. If using firelighter with BBQ‘s, make
sure the firelighters are fully burnt before cooking food.

PURPOSE
Clean and quick way to start a fire. Our superior 
firelighters are quick and reliable solution that will 
make lighting your fire a pleasure. They have a strong 
and long burn time and are quick and easy to light. 
Great for using in wood burning stove, fireplaces and 
lighting bbqlighting bbq’s. They can even be used in wet and windy 
weather, so great for camping too.

4779022360220

USE
Place one or few firelighters vertically in the fireplace.
Surround and cover them with small pieces of solid fuel.
Light the firelighter. If using firelighter with BBQ‘s, make
sure the firelighters are fully burnt before cooking food.

PURPOSE
Clean and quick way to start a fire. Our superior firelighters
are quick and reliable solution that will make lighting your
fire a pleasure. They have a strong and long burn time and
are quick and easy to light. Great for using in wood burning
stove, fireplaces and lighting bbq’s. They can even be used
in in wet and windy weather, so great for camping too.
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4779022360800

USE
Place one or few firelighters vertically in the fireplace.
Surround and cover them with small pieces of solid fuel.
Light the firelighter. If using firelighter with BBQ‘s, make
sure the firelighters are fully burnt before cooking food.

PURPOSE
Clean and quick way to start a fire. Our superior firelighters
are quick and reliable solution that will make lighting your
fire a pleasure. They have a strong and long burn time and
are quick and easy to light. Great for using in wood burning
stove, fireplaces and lighting bbq’s. They can even be used
in in wet and windy weather, so great for camping too.

4779022360794

USE
Place one or few firelighters vertically in the fireplace.
Surround and cover them with small pieces of solid fuel.
Light the firelighter. If using firelighter with BBQ‘s, make
sure the firelighters are fully burnt before cooking food.

PURPOSE
Clean and quick way to start a fire. Our superior firelighters
are quick and reliable solution that will make lighting your
fire a pleasure. They have a strong and long burn time and
are quick and easy to light. Great for using in wood burning
stove, fireplaces and lighting bbq’s. They can even be used
in in wet and windy weather, so great for camping too.

FIRELIGHTERS
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HANSA leather gloves
Hansa leather gloves were designed for safe use of outdoor appliances (such as outdoor 
                                    BBQs, indoor and outdoor replaces, 
                                     stoves, and cookers). The gloves 
                                    protect hands from exposure to heat 
                                    and re, and help to avoid burns. The 
                                                                      gloves are made of buffalo suede, which 
                                   is durable and features excellent 
                                   insulating qualities. The surfaces of these 
                                  gloves is rough: it is convenient for holding 
                                  even slick objects. The inner lining is made 
                                 of soft, pleasant to touch 100% cotton layer. 
                           The gloves are resistant to heat from 100 C° to 500 C°, 
                                          for 15 seconds per one contact.

FIRE RESISTANT GLOVES
NE
W
S

4779022361098
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GARDEN TORCH, H115
height 115 cm

Long sharp leg stick the torch o lawn 
and keeps the torch still. Therefore the
torch is safe to use - it will not fall down
even if strong wind blows.

MMaterial:      stainless steel
Colour:        silver
Height:       115 cm
Weight:       750 g
Burning time:   up to 8 hours

4779022361067

GARDEN TORCH, H27
height 27 cm

Massive not slipping short leg keeps 
the torch on plane surface still. Therefore 
the torch is safe to use – it will not fall 
down even if strong wind blows.

MMaterial:      stainless steel
Colour:       silver
Height:       27 cm
Weight:       350 g
Burning time:   up to 8 hours

4779022361050

GARDEN TORCH
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Lights up, creates atmosphere of coziness and a bit of medieval spirit

HANSA garden oil torch with its classical look will perfectly t with garden environment, 
outdoor plants and furniture. Stainless steel body makes the torch tough and durable. 

GARDEN TORCH



HANSA
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T: +370 37 750 700
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